Architecture-dependent signal conduction in model networks of endothelial cells.
Signal conduction between endothelial cells along the walls of vessels appears to play an important role in circulatory function. A recently developed approach to calculate analytically the spectrum of propagating compositional waves in models of multicellular architectures is extended to study putative signal conduction dynamics across networks of endothelial cells. Here, compositional waves originate from negative feedback loops, such as between Ca2+ and inositol triphosphate (IP3) in endothelial cells, and are shaped by their connection topologies. We consider models of networks constituted of a main chain of endothelial cells and multiple side chains. The resulting transmission spectra encode information concerning the position and size of the side branches in the form of gaps. This observation suggests that endothelial cell networks may be able to "communicate" information regarding long-range order in their architecture.